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Thank you to the BHIVA organising committee for the chance to speak 
 
Talk is from a perspective of a community advocate for the last 20+ 
years. 
 
If is not from my direct involvement in rapid-ART studies, although I am 
involved in the INSIGHT group responsible for the START study. 
 
Always happy to bring a community perspective to BHIVA who decided 
the title of this talk 
 
“Rapid ART” – same-day or within a week 
 
Very little is ever “right for all” so better to define as right for most 
people – and perhaps list exceptions 
 
Also, this is in the context of UK care 
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The last point is important to clarify. 
 
•  Healthcare in the UK is still largely based on 
individualised medicine – even when economics costs increasingly 
govern treatment and access to care 
 
•  Rapid-ART is different to public health policies like Test & 
Treat and Option B+ 
 
Test and Treat is a population-based approach to managing the HIV 
epidemic by treating HIV positive people on diagnosis to limit future 
transmission 
 
Option B+ is a similar public health approach that recommended all HIV
+ pregnant women start ART during pregnancy and remain on it for life 
 
HIV care is still complex enough to need a broad programme of care 
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The changes in guidelines recommendations for starting ART have 
varied considerably. 
 
The move to earlier treatment is driven by having better treatment with 
fewer side effect. 
 
In 2015, results from the START study changed WHO guidelines within 
a few  weeks. 
 
Driven by better and safer drugs and a greater concern for 
unsuppressed viral load. 
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If treatment was as easy as taking a pill once a day, why wait? 
 
Better and safer ART challenged the establish model of providing HIV 
care. 
•  counseling routine  
•  laboratory tests 
•  social support -  including housing and medical insurance 
•  initial medical consultation  
•  prescribing using a multidisciplinary team.  
Focus in same-day link to care, changing order of support, DOT first pill 
etc, then visit in a week assesed ART 
For the intervention group this care was predominantly took place on 
the same day or shortly after the referral. For the SoC group these were 
spread over many visits 
sometimes taking weeks or months before starting ART. 
 
Complex cases in terms of substance use, housing etc. 
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The bar on this slide are timeline for CD4-guided ART, universal ART 
and Rapid ART – with the middle bar similar to most UK care: 
 
RED = diagnosis with immediate concerns about disclosure and 
referrals for follow up care 
 
ORANGE = sorting out issues of medical insurance, counselling, 
housing advice and first lab results: CD4, viral load, resistance test, 
HBV, HLA testing (abacavir) etc 
 
YELLOW = first follow-up medical visit and chance to discuss ART, 
“readiness for ART’, and choice of ART – waiting for CD4 threshold 
 
GREEN = First ART prescription and taking 
 
DARK BLUE = Reaching and sustaining undetectable viral load 
 
Intense engagement in care at a peak stress point (HIV diagnosis) –  
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This slide the results: 
 
The slide on the left shows time to starting ART – with 95% people of 
the group starting on the first day of diagnosis or the following day and 
everyone stating within a month. It shows rapid up-take and acceptance 
or ART – and when first presented the researchers we surprised at how 
many wanted immediate treatment. 
 
The slide on the right shows the significantly raster time to becoming 
undetectable 
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Similar approaches are now running in the UK. 
 
Results from the 56 Dean Street clinic were presented at BHIVA a 
couple of years ago. 
 
ART was offered on the same day that someone was diagnosed. This 
required restructuring services within the clinic. 
 
The initial ART was chosen based on avoiding or minimising the risk 
from drug resistance with an emphasis to change to easier and more 
appropriate ART when lab results were back 
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This was larger cohort – n=127 new diagnoses over 5 months 
 
High percentage of recent infections, with high viral load 
 
Rearranged clinic resources to include offer of same day ART 
 
The 48 hours is to cover when early referrals can’t be made because 
the clinic is closed at the weekend 
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This slide summarises the results. 
 
There was high uptake or early ART 75% vs 25% deferring ART. 
 
Of those who initially deferred almost almost all went on to start ART. 
 
About half were started on PI-based ART, with just under a third using 
integrase inhibitor-based ART. 
 
Of those with VL data at the time of the presentation, all except one did 
start ART. 
 
Baseline drug resistance was higher than expected. 
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So these two examples are from public health clinics and the results 
should already be widely known. 
 
But the perspective of someone who is newly diagnosed, HIV is still a 
life-changing event. 
 
Most calls to the i-Base phoneline – even in 2015 – were from people 
who already knew they wanted treatment – and from people who more-
often being told they were fine and would have to wait. 
 
The stress associated with becoming positive meant that returning to 
normal life was often very difficult – taking years – still pre-occupied 
with risk to their lives, limited sex and early death 
 
In 2019, ART is more widely accepted, including PEP, PrEP and U=U 
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•  Shock of diagnoses – often high  engagement with care. 
 
•  Period of stress. 
 
•  High level of interest and motivation. 
 
Ata time when people are acutely worried about their health, they can 
proactively do the one this that will help their health. 
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This year at CROI, longer follow-up was reported from the San 
Francisco study, With similar complexities to the pilot study from 2015. 
 
The population in this study was notable for being more complex cases 
 
Although the control arm was matched for most criteria, the RAPID 
ART group were diagnosed earlier in infection 
 
- There was higher proportion of people with: 

 active substance use,  
 mental health issues  
 and who were homeless 
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It is reassuring to see that longer term follow up is till showing this to be 
effective. 
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Both examples are small clinic numbers but with promising results. 
 
Both clinics restructured services to offer the same care but in a different 
timeframe 
 
BHIVA standards for this care are still just as important 
 
Access to a team for support 
 
Assessments for sexual and mental health, and clinical complications 
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Luckily, the UK has high rates of viral suppression after starting ART – 
and high retention rates – 98% and 97% respectively. 
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At the start I suggested that rapid ART for all should more specifically be rapid 
ART for most – with a list of exceptions. 
•  Very few – I can’t think of any. 
Occasionally the i-Base phoneline gets calls from people who had real 
difficulties on oral ART. Potentially, injectable ART might overcome these 
difficulties, especially if adherence is a concern. But need lead-in oral dosing to 
ensure hypersensitivity would not be an issue – given the extremely long half-
live. 
Another option in the future might be option to be ART-free for six months 
based on early results with bNAbs. 
•  Perhaps other serious complications? 
•  Perhaps social circumstances 
Other circumstances/barriersrs can include: 
Insufficient time to process information, for both newly diagnosed and women 
diagnosed in pregnancy. 
Limited time to share status with significant others, especially if they live with 
them and are likely to see meds. 
Linked to the general fear of negative repercussions if sharing status does not 
go well. 
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Personal choice – but then a question of whether this is informed choice? 
Clinci will be a point of contact for accurate information 
Uptake of rapid ART seems higher when population awareness of ART is 
higher. 
Recent paper from St Marys showed those people lost to care are vulnerable 
people with mental health issues and drug and alcohol addictions. 13% didn’t 
start within 3 months. 
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The conclusions is that while Rapid ART wont solve all problems – still 
just a componant of comprehensive care – it should be a universal 
choice. 
Only possible with tolerable ART – for example US guidelines 
recommend INSTIs as first-line ARt 
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